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name to that of his wife's former husband and live in
the latter's house. His child will be regarded as a
descendant of the deceased. The social status of such
a substitute is low because no well-to-do person will
accept this position. There are two wanipon in this
village,
Levirate is practised in the similar condition if the
deceased has a brother who has not yet been engaged.
There are two cases of this type in the village, Levirate
is common in case of $iao$iv when her would-be
husband dies before marriage.
We must now turn to the second case : that of the
man who has only a daughter but no son. If the
daughter has been married before the death of her
brother, she cannot contribute anything to the con-
tinuity of her father's line. But if she has not been
married, her parents, knowing that there is not hope
of another son, can ask the parents of their daughter's
fiance to allow their daughter to carry on their descent.
In other words, they will have the right to take one of
their daughter's male children as their own grandson*
This type of marriage is called lendittgoxqfm ; meaning
to attach two flowery flags on the ancestral shrines of
both Chia. The flowery flag is a symbol of descent
used in the wedding ceremony. In this village there
is one case of this type.
If the daughter has not yet been engaged, her parents
can adopt a son~in~law. The girl's parents will send
marriage gifts to the boy's parents. The wedding
as " to prevent the wildness or lack of the child/* The word for prevent,
Fang, is pronounced by the local people as ban which has been changed as
wan in this term. The word for child, Er, is pronounced as m in the local
dialect. The word for wild or lack, Huang, is pronounced as whan, and
is changed here to pon. The phonetic changes such as b to w a*jd u-h to p
are observed in other instances. The literary explanation gives the function
of the substitute while the local explanation gives the nature of the substitute,
They are both useful in understanding the practice,

